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We have a 
lot to film
CELTX and AVID FIRST

Climate change through audiovisual creation

Welcome to our Tool’s tutorial!
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Social media has over recent years become a fundamental tool in the 

distribution of information, opinion and entertainment. A vital medium 

in response to new social movements, public demands and activism. 

However, in order to further extend certain aspects connected with a 

particular topic, such as Artivism, there are other instruments: as is 

the case of the video-essay.

To explore in greater depth and understand the key elements of a 

particular subject, the video-essay may be seen as one of the most 

fruitful options. It involves audiovisual content from which critical, 

reflective and subjective opinions are drawn, in an approachable and 

colloquial tone, with the aim of taking the discussion of a subject to 

the next level.

Audiovisual creation
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From a technical perspective, different elements must be taken into 
account to develop the video-essay. Broadly speaking, these are: 
documentation (obtaining data through reading or from expert 
accounts of the subject), a specific position (supporting or 
countering the issue) through arguments, scripting (both narrative 
and technical), recording, editing, and lastly the release of the end 
result.
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! come up with novel, critical questions or approaches, or a 

different focus on the proposed topic;

! consider the option of using experts to lend professionalism, or 

anonymous accounts for an insight into the social perspective; 

all of which require the prior assignment of image rights 

(Annex);

! search for interior and exterior locations, with good lighting;

! select shots with the right aesthetic;

! access to free resources to select certain images, videos or 

music (Annex 2), in all cases copyright-free.

6Our considerations
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In this tutorial, we will show you two programs that are 

completely free of charge and compatible with any operating 

system: CELTX, to develop your audiovisual project, and Avid First, 

to edit your videos. Before we begin dissecting how these two 

programs work, though, we should first detail a number of 

considerations or tips about producing any audiovisual creation. It 

is essential to bear in mind the following aspects:
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1. Our script

CELTX
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The planning and writing of the script is a fundamental and core 
part of the whole process. From this step, we can set the basis for 
our audiovisual creation or video-essay. To do this, we should 
take into account a small glossary that will make our work easier:

! Shot: this is the smallest unit of an audiovisual creation. 
There are different types of shots, but the most commonly 
used are the wide shot (a panoramic shot), the medium shot 
(with a shorter distance than the wide shot), the short shot (a 
close-up shot), the detail shot (focusing on a specific part of a 
landscape, a person...) and the sequence shot (the camera 
follows the object to be filmed).

! Scene: a set of shots.

! Sequence: a set of scenes. They have their own plot unit.

! Props: defined as the set of decorative elements that appear 
in the shot, setting the scene.

! Tone: a characteristic that is based on the approach given to 
an audiovisual creation (serious, tragic, humorous...).

Small glossary
CELTX
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We are going to focus on the development of the script. We recommend CELTX, the free online version of the programme, with all the necessary 
functionalities for the development of our audiovisual piece.

First of all, go to www.celtx.com. Once you are on the website, you need to register, either by creating a new user account or logging in with a Google or 
Microsoft account. Once you get into the online platform there are paid versions, but if you ultimately choose the free option, you will only be able to create 
up to three projects. To stop this limitation from becoming a barrier, once you have reached this point you can delete a previous script, but to do so you will 
need to develop your first creation, so let's get going...

Click on "Studio" to set about creating your first script. You will find the button centre-screen at the top (alongside "Blog", providing news about the 
program, and "Help", for when things get tricky, allowing you to address any queries).
The "Create" button is on the right. Click here to bring up a quick menu allowing you to select the type of script you want: "Film & TV", "Multi-Column AV" 
and "Stage play". In our case, we select "Film & TV".

Script development
CELTX
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After giving the audiovisual a title and choosing the desired number of 

episodes, CELTX will take you to another tab where you can get to grips 

with the editor. Before you start writing, we should explain a hidden 

menu. It is only accessible by clicking on "Script to", located top left. 

Here you will find nine tabs which you can complete by pressing the 

button "+": "Team" (authors on the platform with their own profile), 

"Script" (for writing development), "Storyboard" (allowing you to add 

technical characteristics and images to provide a visual script, linked to 

the previous tab - in other words, if you add any element in this 

functionality, changes will be seen in the others), "Index card" (post-it 

notes used to clarify the details of the scene, likewise linked to the 

other sections), "Catalog" (a real indicator allowing you to set out the 

price of a technical element you want to add to your creation, such as 

mechanical effects), "Cast and crew" (allowing you to add all the 

components of the audiovisual creation), "Budget" (a template for a 

breakdown of expected costs), "Schedule" (to structure the recordings), 

and lastly "Files and media", allowing you to add external documents. 
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Script development

CELTX
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If you press the "Script" button from the previous menu you will 
find an interface with a bar positioned centre-screen at the top. 
Pay attention here, as this is perhaps the most important part of 
the tutorial: this is where you will find various script elements. 
First of all, a drop-down menu offers options for "Act", "Scene 
heading", "Action", "Character", "Dialogue", "Parenthetical", 
"Transition", "Shot" and "Text", along with text editor 
functionalities ("Bold", "Italics", "Underline", and even a "Dual 
Dialogue" button, which is not used for video-essays). There is 
also another drop-down menu allowing you to increase, reduce or 
maximise the script screen. The bar at the bottom shows the time 
spent writing the script, as well as the time spent thinking about 
development. You can also keep track here of the number of 
words, pages and the last update to the document.
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Script development
CELTX
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A script has a characteristic structure. It needs to be separated or divided into different parts. In other words, you need to indicate if you are dealing 

with a sequence, an action, a character, a dialogue... So how do you do that? Simply use the "Tab" key or bring up the menu located centre-screen 

at the top. This displays the required elements.

If you begin with the sequence, "Scene title" is the first element to deal with ("Act" is not used for this type of creation). Do this by pressing the 

"Tab" key and then writing the scene number, whether it is interior or exterior, the setting, the people involved, and if you wish, whether it is day or 

night. For example: SCENE 1. EXT. LIBRARY MARÍA. Once the scene is complete, if you wish to write an "Action", press "Enter" to detail the scene, 

the people involved, and a brief description of what is supposed to happen. If you want to continue with the "Characters" or interviewees, then you 

simply need to press the "Tab" key, to avoid searching on the drop-down menu. Press "Enter" again to take you to "Dialogue", so you can write 

down the expected phrases in the case of interviews or experiences recounted by professionals. Once again, if you press "Enter" this will take you 

to "Character". This is particularly useful above all if you are aiming for a conversation between two characters/interviewees. To return to "Action", 

press "Enter" twice.
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Script development

CELTX
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Script development
CELTX

CELTX also has script elements such as “Parenthetical” (for brief clarifications), "Transition" (to 
change sub-topic), "Shot", corresponding to other audiovisual works, and "Text", to clarify 
technical aspects in this case. If you want to use any of these elements, you need to press 
"Tab", remaining within the drop-down menu located centre-screen at the top. This online 
application provides a series of tools, such as "Navigation", "Title Page", "Comments", 
"Breakdown" and "Shot list", located on the right of the program. "Title page" allows you to 
insert a cover sheet for all the information about the audiovisual work (authors, title, date...); 
"Comments" will allow you to add a series of specifications. "Breakdown" allows you to bring 
out the elements you will need when filming: props, characters, locations, costumes, 
specialists, figures, and lastly, the "Shot list", explaining more technical details (type of shot 
and movement, among others).
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Script development
CELTX

If you want to save and download your script as a PDF, click on "File (top panel), Print/download PDF", and you can allow others to share your creation.
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2. Our audiovisual 

editing

AVID FIRST
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Small glossary
AVID FIRST

We can proceed to edit any audiovisual piece. This programme has some essential buttons that will make our work easier. These are:

Mark the input button. It can be replaced by the I key.  

Marks the exit button. It can be replaced by the O key.

This is the OVERWRITE option. It will delete the part of the previous clip in order to position the selected one.  

This is the SPLICE-IN option. It opens a slot to insert the selected clip, displacing the others.  

QUICK TRANSITION is the option to quickly adding transitions between clips.  

RENDER EFFECT allows you to render quickly (bring the highest quality to the frames).  
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Audiovisual creation
AVID FIRST

The first thing to do, aside from installing the software, is to give the work a name and find its location. The program has a customisable interface, in other words 
with movable windows. The menu allows you to change the windows or workspaces however you like.
Avid First by default comprises a preview, viewer and editing line, along with editing managers.
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The editing line includes video and soundtracks. Under tools, you can drop down a menu. Here you will find effects editors, for example, which we will 

look at later. Use Media manager to locate your files. Tools, source browser, locate the clips and select with a link to transfer them to the corresponding 

part of the manager. The display changes on the lower menu.

Audiovisual creation

AVID FIRST
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Double-click, and the clip is transferred to the display. To work on the editing line, it is dragged here. An alert will come up to modify the format. Here we 
choose 25 frames. To change the shot (rotate the image, for example), click on the right-hand button, source configuration and rotation.
In the preview, use the spacebar to play. The keyboard shortcuts are very simple. Press J to go backwards. L takes you forwards. K to stop. To make an 
entry in the selected part, press the I key. Play up to where you want the clip to end by pressing O.

Audiovisual creation
AVID FIRST
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To send this part to the editing line, press B (the first time you do this it will bring up an alert box, which you simply need to accept), or otherwise drag 
it. This allows you to add all the clips you want. If you do not want to add the audio track, disable audio tracks in advance, and press B.

Audiovisual creation
AVID FIRST
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If you wish to include a transition between each clip, position the bar at the cut between the two clips by pressing control or the arrow key, go to the 
toolbar, and press the quick transition button.

Audiovisual creation
AVID FIRST
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Configure the menu and it is added automatically. You 
can also apply the rendering effect to improve the 
transition. To add a music track, go to file, import, 
select previously chosen audio and double-click. It will 
appear in the preview. Add the soundtrack by defining 
the part you want, as explained previously. To do so, 
establish the entry and exit of the chosen part and the 
splice button, deactivating the video track.
To add a title, in other words a text to the video, go to 
tools, and apply the text tool. This brings up a preview 
window. Create a text, for example. You can see all the 
buttons offered by the configurations: font, colour, 
size, different forms... Go to file, save title and name it. 
This places us in the sequences part. Drag it to the 
timeline and place it wherever you wish.

Audiovisual creation
AVID FIRST

Lastly, adjust the clips so that they all end at the same time and you can add a final 
transition by pressing the transition button on the toolbar. This window also features 
any effects you may wish to add.
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3. Annexs
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Annex 1
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Annex 2

Royalty-free music repository:
• www.jamendo.com
• https://soundcloud.com/

Image, video and sound repository of the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training:
• http://recursostic.educacion.es/bancoimagenes/web/

Video repository:
• https://www.pexels.com/
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Congratulations
You've reached the
end of this course
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